
Exploding the Container: A Spillage of Women  
 
Contain yourself (women). If not plainly stated, this expectation is made explicit in the ways that 
women are judged and defined. Though this manifests differently across cultures and 
geography, a distinct type of derision is cast upon women who indiscreetly take-up space. Not 
only is the space occupied by her body contested, but also the vocalization of her opinions, 
assertions of intellect, demonstrations of ability, and expectations for recognition.  
 
Some ways for women to be in public 
 
Legitimate  
• Heading to a destination  
• Shopping  
• For “professional” reasons  
• By belonging to someone: Caring for a 
child/care-giving, accompanying a male 
partner 
 

Illegitimate  
• Aimless  
• Idle, passing time  
• Sex work  
• Solo  
• Visibly queer  
• Loitering  
 

 
In 2014 I visited Hong Kong, and while wandering around on a Sunday, I was surprised to see 
multitudes of women on and around public spaces purposefully demarcated with tarp and 
cardboard. Although I recognized the rituals of weekend socializing, the epic proportions of 
exclusively female groups sharing foods, grooming, and worshipping in public is distant from my 
own experiences. The women, I later learned, are Migrant Domestic Workers (MDWs). Where I 
am from, women do not take-up space this way.  
 
I am Chinese, but the context of my formative years, socialization, and education is Canadian. 
At home in Canada, I am part of continual conversations about what it would take to make 
space for women in the work place, social sphere, academic world, various fields of practice 
and with one another, as allies countering a dominant culture. On occasion, a woman will 
recount an incident when she was given space but, more often, women relate meeting 
opposition in their struggle for space. For these reasons, witnessing the MDWs taking-up the 
space they need struck me as a noteworthy achievement.  
 
My own preoccupation with female agency over space and the consequences of women’s 
visibility led to considering the strategies being employed by MDWs and their effects. Through 
research undertaken by myself, co-curator Jennifer Davis, and artists Tings Chak, Stephanie 
Comilang, and Devora Neumark (in collaboration with Open Door and Rowena Yin-Fan 
Chan), How to Make Space approaches the matter of how the visibility of women is met.  
 
Predominantly from the Philippines and Indonesia, over 300,000 women have migrated to Hong 
Kong for domestic or care-giving work. MDWs are required to reside with their employers, 
compounding the vulnerability of their positions created by restrictive government regulation of 
their movements and terms of employment. In the population-dense city, where surplus space 
is unlikely, guidelines governing conditions for domestic workers are loosely regarded and 
largely unmonitored by officials. It is not out of the ordinary for sleep accommodations to be in 
the living room, bathroom, kitchen, corridors, in their



charge’s bedrooms, on tables, appliances, balconies, and worse. Profoundly, MDWs 
perform vital roles while expected to be otherwise imperceptible, at once allowing their 
female employers to increase their own social presence and engage in pursuits outside 
the home.  
 
Under such strictures, it stands to reason that the women are literally “uncontainable,” 
spilling out into the space of the city on Sunday, their only weekly “holiday,” equipped 
with belongings typically considered personal and domestic. Their presence is asserted 
through activities that encompass streets, walkways, and parks with rituals of bodily 
care, creative expression, performance, religious worship, commerce, and gaming. 
Scents of food and sounds of shared cultures and languages occupy and energize the 
environment. These material, visual, aural, and olfactory aesthetics re-form the built 
environment of Hong Kong and hold a space of self-determination.  
 
During duty hours, “neutral” dress meets the expectations of paternal or suspicious 
employers. On Sundays, MDWs dress freely against anxieties and governance over 
women’s sexuality. Autonomous self-fashioning, contrary to normative gender 
expectations, contributes prominently to the “queering” of public space.  
 
Within the deliberately designed communities of intermittent architecture, the agenda for 
the day appears to be leisure. Perhaps less obvious is the effective construction and 
maintenance of a network of information, resources, and action, both informally and 
formally organized. Regardless of whether these activities are considered legitimate, the 
women’s occupation of time and space must be considered as their own.  
 
Critics seeking to position the MDWs’ presence as a nuisance point to the women’s 
success in permeating public space. These arguments affirm classism, serving to 
privilege and legitimize other groups’ use of civic space. The MDWs’ hyper-visibility 
clashes with perverse expectations that they take-up the labour of care, but do not “take-
up” space in the city, and also highlights the insistence on cheap foreign labour while 
rejecting foreign bodies.  
 
The women hold strong the practice of assembly against designations of difference and 
social hierarchy to the effect of complicating characterizations of femaleness. Their 
refusal to comply with prescriptive expectations on the female body risks being seen as 
unruly. The refusal to be invisible is radical.  
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